
  

B0834+06 - A trip down Scintillation Lane



  



  



  

Scintillating!



  



  

2D FFT, squared

Power Spectrum



  

“Palm Frond” structure surprisingly common

What causes this?

Stinebring et al. 2001
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“Palm Frond” structure surprisingly common

What causes this?

Try swapping axes…

FFT of real function, so point symmetric

“Palm Fronds”  are  Parabolae!

What causes scattered power to 
follow parabolae?



  

Source Lens



  

Source Lens

“Stationary Phase Approximation”

 - Pulsar is a point source

 - Only points where the phase is constant  
    contribute to integral
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There are a discrete set of points where “Images” are formed

We observe is the interference pattern between each pair of images
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Simulated 1D Screen

B0834+06

Simulated 2D Screen



  



  

Solve for the underlying Electric field!



  

Solve for the underlying Electric field!



  

● Time offset between telescopes as diffraction pattern 
sweeps across the earth

● Detected with VLBI as a phase

        Amplitude                       Phase
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● Time offset between telescopes as diffraction pattern 
sweeps across the earth

● Detected with VLBI as a phase
Analogy – images on a lake surface



  

Double Refraction?  - Siqi Liu et al. 2016



  

Arclets stable over ~1 month

Move uniformily, consistent with pulsar’s proper motion



  

If pulsar moves, scintillation pattern changes slightly

- Compare scintillation across pulse phase, look for positional shifts

- “Interstellar Interferometer”

For each phase bin, 
correlate...
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